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We are looking for curious mind, creative 
visualizer, innovative thinker & �lm fanatic.

ARE YOU THE ONE ?



 Kantipur Film Academy (KFA) is an autonomous institution of �lm education and media arts located in �apagaaun 
New Baneshwor, Kathmandu as well as the main hub for �lm fanatics, �lm personalities & �lm makers from around the 
world. Film �eld experts and professionals have joined hands to establish KFA and it is also o�cially collaborated with 
renowned �lm institutes around the world to render the students with pro�cient global exposure and international �lm 
cultures.

 �e history of �lm making dates back to the 1890s: Cinematic experience has meticulously prospered globally since 
then but Nepal still lags behind in this industry. Cinema re�ects the heart of it’s country so we at KFA aim to develop 
outstanding visual storytellers, industry leaders, in�uencers and scholars whose diverse and ground breaking voices and 
minds inspire change for a better cinematic world experience. We believe that �lms have the power to in�uence and change 
the perspective of every individual in the right direction so our mission is to augment the best knowledge, hand on experi-
ence and ecstasy that goes into �lm making requisite to pursue a professional career in this �eld to raise the bars for Nepali 
�lm industry.

 �at is why we at KFA facilitate intensive one year diploma courses on various disciplines of �lm education like Film 
Writing/Directing, Film Acting, Photography / Cinematography and Visual Editing / VFX with the aim to train the students 
to be competent �lm scholars, successful �lm entrepreneurs and most importantly leading in�uencers in this competitive 
�lm market. We even have provision for Short term workshops and Corporate program for the �lm and digital media enthu-
siasts who wish to learn about the �lm arena in a short discourse of time. KFA welcomes everyone to join this new revolution 
through our eminent courses, rich experienced faculty members and innovative learning techniques with a joyful experience 
of �lm education exclusively here in Nepal.

Our Mission:
- KFA aims to holistically function as an interdisciplinary professional �lm academy and prosper Nepali Film Industry.
- Our mission is to become the main hub for �lm makers and �lm enthusiasts to connect nationally as well as globally.
- To fully prepare the graduates to meet the highest standard of their discipline with deep appreciation and understanding of 
�lm industry through professional training, experiential learning, research and disciplinary exploration.

About Kantipur Film Academy
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Profile of chairman

 Chhabi Raj Ojha is one of the renowned Film 
Producer, Distributor and Exhibitor of Nepali Film Indus-
try. He started his career as a Distributor in 1988.

 His �rst movie as a producer 'Yug Dekhi Yug Samma' 
was a huge hit where legendary actor Rajesh Hamal debut-
ed with lead role. �erefore, his �lm career started with an 
enormous success and followed throughout with more 
than 22 other ground breaking Nepali movie productions 
including Nata, Hero, Himmat, Kismat, Kasle Choryo 
Mero Man, Andaaz, Mangalam and so on. He launched 
many debut actors who ultimately became hit superstars 
like legendary sensations: Rajesh Hamal, Shree Krishna 
Shrestha, Rekha �apa, Aaryan Sigdel and many more �lm 
personalities.

 Respected Chairman of Kantipur Film Academy, Mr 
Chhabi Raj Ojha has also been honored with prestigious 
awards like 'Paribartan Samman' and 'Abhiyan Shree' in 
the year 2012 and 2013 respectively. He has also received 
'Box O�ce Appreciation Award' in 2014 for prospering 
and providing continuous service to the Nepali Film 
Industry. He is the Board of Director of leading �lm com-
panies such as FD Movies and Digital Cinema Nepal 
(DCN). Currently, he owns his very own  'Chhabi Raj 
Production'.

Message from CEo

prakash puriChhabi Raj Ojha

 Kantipur Film Academy is an independent �lm 
institute working to holistically promote excellence in the 
arena of �lm education. As the CEO of KFA , I believe 
that education is the core to change and develop any �eld 
so we at KFA persistently work on bringing about this 
change by o�ering eminent �lm courses designed in 
consultation as per the necessity of the �lm industry to 
diverse spectrum of students so they acquire both practi-
cal skills and theoretical knowledge aligned with key 
employability skills which are immensely mandatory for 
professional �lm career.

 Kantipur Film Academy is also a hub for all the �lm 
personalities, �lm makers and �lm fanatics to connect 
together under one roof which will help the students to be 
up to date on ongoing �lm practices and build profession-
al industrial connections to meticulously increase their 
exposure and outreach in this competitive �eld. I'd like to 
welcome you all to take this wonderful opportunity to 
explore the realm of limitless possibilities and become 
like your role model from the established �lm industry by 
joining us at Kantipur Film Academy.

Let's �lm together and unify to upli� Nepalese Film 
Industry!



Diploma in Film Writing and Directing

COURSE OVERVIEW

 �e 1 year Diploma course in Film Writing and Directing integrates 
intensive study in all major �lm making disciplines including Film Cinematogra-
phy, Directing, Screenwriting, Production and VFX/Visual Editing which include 
mandatory knowledge of all these �elds.

 Each day classes will run for 4 hours from Monday to Friday but students 
need to give their full time on their projects. Students are required to submit 
altogether four projects working hand in hand with the other students studying 
Film Acting, Cinematography and VFX/Visual Editing. Well Equipped technolo-
gies and production budget will be faciliated for the project �lms from the acade-
my itself.

 �e Film Directing and Writing course is not completely theoretical but 
practical course designed to put graduates in the director's chair as quickly as 
possible. �is program is designed for the passionate �lmmaking enthusiasts who 
can give their full time on this demanding curriculum. No previous experience is 
required, freshers are warmly welcome. �e program is taught in both English 
and Nepali.

 A�er the completion of this course the students are equipped with the 
skills in all �lm making cra�s, an enormous amount of production and working 
experience as �lm directors in 4 �lm projects, a one-year diploma and manage-
ment/co-ordination knowledge between his/her �lm team. Each student's thesis 
�lm is celebrated in the academy as screening is open to cast, crew, friends, family 
members, �lm journalists and invited guests.



* History & Theory of Cinema

* Visual Language & Grammar

* Film Structure & Genre

* Script Writing & Analysis

* Cinematography for Director

* Editing, VFX, Color & Sound for Director

* Mise-En-Scene, Dialogue, Continuity & POV Exercise

* Working with Actor & Other Department

* Film Producing, Budgeting & Entrepreneurship

* Film Screening & Appreciation

* Write, Direct, Produce, Shoot & Edit 4 Films

* Thesis Film Production 

 

Course Content

  as a writer, director and producer in :

- feature films

- short films

- tv productions

- ad film and music video productions

- freelancer/independent film maker

 

career opportunity



 Kantipur Film Academy's Diploma in Film Acting course 
provide our students with the resources such as �lm equipments, 
live �lm shoots as well as the technical, emotional and physical 
techniques necessary for acting in �lms along with the guidance 
of professional mentors so as to render them with the right 
platform to enhance their skills before entering the real cinematic 
world. 

 We train them to face the live audience as well as the 
camera because no matter how phenomenal the director's story 
conceptualization maybe but a �lm is �rstly judged by the actors 
as they appear on the screen. So, actors have a huge responsibility 
to bring the true spice and feeling of the movie to the audience's 
liking. �at’s why our students learn the fundamental principles 
of acting techniques, fundamentals of script and text analysis, 
on-camera exercises, �lm shoots, �lm business, intermediate 
training on vocal, movement and improvisation work and more. 

 Each day classes will run for 4 hours from Monday to 
Friday. If required the study involves additional time in the 
evenings and on weekends for classes, rehearsals, auditioning and 
shooting for projects with the students studying Film Direction. 
No signi�cant prior experience or knowledge is assumed. �e 
program is taught in both English and Nepali.

 A�er the completion of this course the students are 
equipped with the skills rooted in �lm acting but applicable to 
screen acting, many acting projects depicting various characters 
and a one-year diploma. Each thesis �lm is celebrated in the 
academy as screening is open to cast, crew, friends, family mem-
bers, �lm journalists and invited guests where the students are 
evaluated through their acting skills and suggested for necessary 
improvements if needed.

Diploma in Film Acting

COURSE OVERVIEW



* History & Theory of Cinema

* Modern Acting Theories / Mediums 

* Improvisation / Imagination / Relaxation 

* Characterization Process 

* Working with Camera / Techniques 

* Voice and Speech / Dialogue Delivery 

* Storytelling and Monologue performance

* Dance / Body Movement / Theatre Games

* Working with Director & Film Crew

* Methods, Forms and Techniques of Film Acting

* Film Screening & Appreciation

* Thesis Film Production

Course Content

  as an actor in :

- feature films

- short films

- theatre productions

- ad film and music video productions

career opportunity



COURSE OVERVIEW

Diploma in Cinematography

 Cinematographers have one of the most essential job in any �lm 
production: bringing a director's vision to life. �e students of cinematography 
work hand in hand with the students studying Film direction on their projects 
to enhance their �lming skills before entering the real cinematography world.
  KFA's intensive one-year cinematography course helps the students to 
develop an understanding of collaboration between the cinematographer and 
director, basic pre-production materials for short �lm, progression of technolo-
gy and broad artistic trends throughout the history of �lmmaking, design and 
execute images speci�c to narrative productions, technical control over the 
basic elements of photography including exposure, lighting, composition and 
more.
 Each day classes will run for 4 hours from Monday to Friday. Students 
are required to work on many projects as cinematographers managing each 
project through the pre-production, production and post-production phases. 
Well-equipped technologies are facilitated and this curriculum demands full 
time on class projects. No prior experience is required as the course covers the 
requirement from basic to advance level and on the other hand those with prior 
experience are equipped with professional knowledge. �e program is taught in 
both English and Nepali.

 Upon graduation, students will be pro�cient with many techniques of 
camera systems and be able to con�dently supervise the creation of sophisticat-
ed lighting schemes. Most importantly, they will be able to e�ectively harness 
the visual tools of cinema to tell meaningful stories and similarly the students 
are equipped with an enormous amount of production and work experience as 
cinematographers in many �lm projects, a one-year diploma and their expand-
ed capabilities towards their goal. Each student's thesis �lm is celebrated in the 
academy as screening is open to cast, crew, friends, family members, �lm 
journalists and invited guests.



* History & Theory of Cinema

* Film Structure, Grammar & Genre

* Principles of Photography 

* Visual Language, Tone, Color & Rhythm

* Camera Handling & Operating

* Motion Picture Photography

* Esthetics of Cinema & Arts

* Lighting Techniques & Practices

* Working with Film Director & Crew

* Editing & Post Production for Cinematographer

* Film Screening & Appreciation

* Thesis Film Production

Course Content

  as a photographer and cinematographer in :

- feature films

- short films

- tv productions

- ad film and music video productions

- media and production houses

- freelancer photographer & cinematographer

 

career opportunity



 �e one year intensive Diploma in VFX/Visual Editing course is designed to give the students basic to 
advance skills to edit with media composer and a theoretical toolset for approaching di�erent projects. �e editing 
process is what gives a movie life and transforms it from a collection of scenes and shots into coherent narrative so 
this course explores theoretical and technical techniques for professional editing. Students are provided footage to 
edit various projects over the course: a music video, trailer, short documentary and a short narrative scene.

 Each day consists of approximately 4 hours of class including Lab time from Monday to Friday. Lab time is 
the part of the schedule and allows the students to utilize the skills they have acquired. Students need to give their 
full time on their projects in collaboration with the students studying Film Direction. Students are required to work 
on editing and visualizing the �lm projects. Well-equipped technologies are facilitated for the projects.

 Fresher as well as experienced can apply for this course as the program brings everyone to the same level 
very quickly beginning with  fundamentals of editing while also �lling the inevitable gaps in the understanding of 
those with some prior experience. �e program is taught in both English and Nepali.

 A�er the completion of this course the students are equipped with the requisite visual editing skills, work 
experience in many �lm projects as VFX editors, a one-year diploma and their expanded capabilities as visual story 
tellers. Each student's thesis �lm is celebrated in the academy as screening is open to cast, crew, friends, family mem-
bers, �lm journalists and invited guests. �e students will also have a complete demo reel, which will be the compila-
tion of all of their work. 

Diploma in Editing and VFX

COURSE OVERVIEW

CINEMA 4D



* History &amp; Theory of Cinema

* Film Structure, Genre &amp; Phase

* Principle of Color Gradating

* Sound Mixing

* Difference Between Animation & VFX

* Composition

* Match move

* 3D Animation

* Simulation 7 Rotoscopy

* Matte Painting

* Film Screening &amp; Case Studies

* Thesis Film Production 

Course Content

  as a Editor and VFX artist in :

- feature films

- short films

- tv productions

- ad film and music video productions

- freelancer editor, colorist and vfx artist 

career opportunity



SHORT TERM Programs

 In the world of digital �lm making and technological advance-
ments all the  individuals are interested about the presesnt �lm scenario. 
We frequently recieve innumerous inquiries from people regarding the 
availability of short �lm courses to �t the convinience of their yearly 
schedule. So on the basis of their desired time we o�en organize Short 
Term Workshops on preferred �lm arena. KFA's Short Term Workshops 
are targeted to the digital media and cinema enthusiasts who wish to 
learn the basic to advance knowledge on Film Direction, Screenwriting, 
Cinematography, Film Editing, Film Acting and Photography in a short 
discourse of time i.e (1- 2) months long according to the respective 
course selected.
 
 Film professionals working in the �lm industry are acquainted to 
provide requisite guidance to the students to establish themselves as 
professional �lm makers and impart them with the skills to build good 
industrial network. �e students will have to submit 1 project  working 
in team or individually  for the completion of graduation and they must 
commit their full time as demanded by the course for completing this 
course. Interested candidate can visit or contact us as we schedule these 
courses as per the necessity and demand.

- Many passionate �lm enthusiasts are unable to 
provide full time on our diploma curriculum. So, 
we have Short Term Courses to meet the necessity 
of interested individuals who are full time 
job-holders or who cannot give their full time.

- Short Term Course is also bene�cial for those 
who are embarking a new career as well as those  
already established in the �lm industry who seek 
to prosper professionally through advance �lm 
education.

- Short Term Course will help to develop the  
skills into industry ready techniques with pro�-
cient in-depth fundamental knowledge about the 
�lm and media area choosed both practically and 
theoretically.

- Modern cinema is intensely dynamic so our 
Short Term Courses acts as a catalyst to render  
the trendy and updated �lm practises, techniques 
and technologies.

- Engaging in Short Term Courses equip the 
students with the indispensable knowledge essen-
tial to build professional industrial �lm connec-
tion.

- We assist the passionate �lm lovers to reach 
their dream destination in their cinematic globe.

COURSE OVERVIEW

Film Direction

Why take short term course?
Our short term Program:

Film acting

Photography

script writing

Cinematography

Visual editing



Corporate Program

 Our world has made tremendous advancement in the �eld of technologies and hereby we all need to be informed 
about the basic functioning of these innovations to be updated on daily basis. Our Corporate program is that bridge to 
help people and their team to better understand the digital media by providing training in their own organization. Our 
Corporate program is bene�cial for those organizations and institutions which require maximum outsource on their 
programs for digital �lm making, photography, videography and work requiring audio-visual medium. It is also advanta-
geous for the participant of �lm and media �eld to broaden their knowledge and enhance their skills on Digital �lm 
making and media industry.

 Yes, we have designed intensive as well as part time Corporate courses where we'll provide the workforce to train the 
team about the basics of Digital �lm making along with Principle of Photography, Esthetics of Visual Language, Ideas of 
Creative Writing, Cinematography and Video Editing so that time and budget will de�nately be saved. �is Program has 
an additional bene�t because by the end of our Corporate program the organization can work with their own trained team 
on Digital marketing, Visual advertisement, Digital recording, Photography and Videography related projects. �e time 
duration of this course ranges from 1 week to 15 days as per demand and training is provided by experienced mentors.

 If this program is required or favourable to any organization, then please get in touch with Kantipur Film Academy 
to �x the suitable date and time for commencement of this digital program on both party's mutual agreement. We can 
either conduct the program and train the team in the premises of Kantipur Film Academy or we even have facilities to 
come to your organization if the following requirements are ful�lled:

Basic requirement  for conducting the program :
• Availability of training hall.
• Availability of basic camera and gears.
• Projection and sound facilities.
• Outdoor and indoor shooting environment.
(Can also plan the venue and place)

Eligibility for  participants :
• 15-25 participants are encouraged in a session.
• Should have basic computer knowledge.
• Must have good written and spoken English or Nepali.
•  Should commit full time on the curriculum as we planned.
 (Changeable as per neccessity)

First day of workshop for Chitwan Photography Association, Narayanghat During the workshop for SOS Children’s Villages, Nepal

program OVERVIEW



Abinash Bikram Shah is a Nepali freelance Writer and Director. He has worked in many 
acclaimed �lms as screenwriter such as 'Kalo Pothi', 'Highway', 'I am Happy' and '�e Moon 
is Bright Tonight', ‘Tattini’, & ‘Kirtimukha’. His short �lms carry a host of awards including 
Best Short Film in India, Bangladesh and Nepal. He is an alumnus of Asian Film Academy 
2008, Busan and Berlinale Talent Campus, 2010 and he works as Programming Director at 
Ekadeshma International Short Film Festival. 

Deepak Bajracharya  is one of the profound cinematographer of  Nepali �lm industry 
with more than 20 years of cinematographic experience. He studied Motion picture 
photography from Moscow, Russia. He has worked as a cinematographer in more than 2 
dozen of acclaimed feature �lms such as 'Jhola', 'Chhadigaye Paap Lagla', 'So Simple', 
'Wada Number Cha', 'Khaga'.

Dasharath Giri is a renowned personality in the �eld of �lm editing & animation. He com-
pleted his 3 years professional Diploma in Multimedia from Arena Animation Academy, 
Hyderabad, India. He has worked in many South Indian movies including 'Don No. 1' and 
'Aparichit' as a member of animation team. He has also worked as an Animator, Editor and 
Colourist in Nepali movies like 'Tyo Das Ghanta', 'Kathmandu', 'Alvida',' Chaal',' Timro 
Kasam' and  many more. He debuted as a director with the feature �lm 'Kai�yat'.

deepak bajracharya

abinash bikram shah

dasharath giri

Ujjwal Bastakoti is a Cinematographer, Photographer, Production designer & Producer/-
�lmmaker. He graduated by specializing in Motion Picture Photography from Tribhuvan 
University. He has worked in many national and international �lms, TV, music videos and 
documentaries which include his earthquake documentary for National Geography in 
2013. He is a founder member of 'Bikalpa Cinema Society' & 'Simal Cinema Pvt. Ltd'. His 
works were nominated in more than 100 national and international �lm festivals and has 
also won dozens of awards.

ujjwal bastakoti

Bisharad Basnet is an Actor, Writer and Director in the Nepali and Indian �lm industry. 
He has over 20 years of professional theatre experience and has already trained more 
than 1000 actors, writers and directors in di�erent parts of India and Nepal. He is the 
founder of  non-pro�table organization 'Clowns at Work' and has worked in several 
Nepali as well as International movies like 'Lahore', 'Crime Petrol'(Indian Tele Serial), 
'Dehradun Diaries',' Dui Rupaiya', 'Sushri Sampatti' and more. He has also directed 
Nepali movies like ' Mr. Virgin', 'Na Yeta Na Uhta'.

Bisharad basnet

Faculty Members



Saroj Shrestha is a Nepali Film director, Documentary �lmmaker, Script writer, Cine-
matographer and Editor. He has been working in �lms and digital media since 2005. He is 
a key resource person of Bikalpa Cinema Society, the �lmmaking Society (Kathmandu) 
from the past three years. He has worked as Assistant Director in Feature movies as 
'Sanguro', 'Batuli ko Chura' & directed various documentaries like' Iman Singh Chemzong 
' and many more �lms.

Ram Babu Regmi is a scholarly actor and acting instructor born in Gorkha, Nepal with 
more than 2 decades of theatre acting experience. He received his training from profound 
acting mentors like Gunnar �on (Norway), Steve Clorfeine (New York), Probir Guha 
(India), Jacques Mothiessen (Denmark), Erine Cloma (Phillipines), Julian Boal (France), 
Anup Baral (Nepal) and many more experienced national and international acting 
instructors. He has directed about a dozen of �eatre Drama and acted in dozens of Stage 
Plays, Nepali Films and Teleserials.

Gautam Raj Khadka is a Film editor and VFX artist working in Busy Bee Entertainment 
from 2007- till date. He has worked in various �lms as Chief editor like 'Yaad Timro Ayo', 
'Bouncer', 'Wrong-Way', 'Team', 'Deep Jyoti', 'Radhe' and many more. Likewise he has also 
worked as VFX editor in hit nepali movies like 'Chakka Panja', Chakka Panja 2', 'Fanko' and 
so on.

Ram Babu Regmi

Saroj Shrestha

Gautam Raj Khadka

Vikas Sharma is a professional screenwriter working in Hindi Film Industry, a freelance 
script consultant and a full-time senior faculty of Screenwriting at Whistling Woods Inter-
national in Film City, Mumbai. Before joining Whistling woods, he taught Screenplay 
Writing in Film and TV Institute of India, Pune for �ve years. He has been conducting 
writing workshops of various duration for the �lm schools, colleges, universities, �lm festi-
vals etc. He also conducts Short Term courses, an initiative of Skill India for FTII. 

vikas sharma

Vidhan Karki is a popular media personality and  dynamic �lmmaker of Nepali �lm 
industry. He got his advance degree of Film Production with the specialization in �lm 
direction and screenwriting from the University of Texas, Arlington, Texas, and Keiser 
University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA. He has also worked as a Writer, Director and 
Producer in various acclaimed short �lms, music videos and documentary �lms. He 
started his early career in Voice of Youth FM 96.8 MHZ and then he worked as a 
Program Coordinator and Producer in top Nepalese TV Broadcast such as NTV, Arani-
ko TV and Mountain TV.

Vidhan Karki



International Workshops

4 days intensive acting workshop in Stanislavsky System was done in May 20th to 
23rd, 2018 in the premises of Kantipur Film Academy. Our students got the chance 
to interact with famous Russian �lm activists Mr Alexander Labedev and Mr 
Vladimir Solodov.

On 3rd June , 2018 Kantipur Film Academy successfully completed ' Film and 
Media Knowledge Seminar and Workshop' with veteran indian �lm director  Mr 
Subhash Ghai and Whistling Woods International’s team in Annapurna Hotel, 
Kathmandu.

Kantipur Film Academy successfully completed the two day screenwriting 
workshop with Bollywood's veteran screenwriter Mr Anjum Rajabali, (the writer of 
' Rajneeti', 'Satyagraha', '�e legend of Bhagat Singh' and more). �is phenomenal 
workshop aided the �lm makers and screenwriters to develop deeper psyche of 
storytelling. It was held in Nepal Tourism Board on 14th Dec, 2018.

On 20th August, 2018 respected Director and Workshop Facilitator Tafar Chia 
Lewis and Mr Yasin Benjamin conducted the marvelous '�e Journee Workshop' 
and they came all the way from Teatro Journee �eatre, Trinidad and Tobago. Our 
acting students enjoyed the 4 days workshop and got bene�tted too. �e class was 
fun, innovative and life changing for our acting students.

Dani Karmakar, an artistic director conducted 1 week intensive theatre acting 
workshop at Kantipur Film Academy where acting students actively participated 
and learned about theatre acting techniques. Mr. Karmakar is a Playwright, Actor, 
Artistic Director and Instructor based on West Bengal, India. He has completed his 
M. Phil in drama and directed many internationally acclaimed theatre shows.

KFA has been organizing international workshops and seminars in association with international film Makers and renowned film 

personalities from around the world in order to make the students up to date about the ongoing trends and ethics on film media. 

Film education has a global language all around the world so eventually the students are equipped with the knowledge of entre-

preneurship and international principles of film industry not only in national context but also in international level. This benefits 

the students as they broaden their insights on international film cultures and receive an opportunity of global exposure to build 

international industrial connections.

On May 19, 2018 we co-ordinated with the o�cial Film making seminar of 
renowned cinema camera company ‘Black Magic Design’ for the very �rst time in 
Nepal. Mr. Rah Sharma (Australia-based Cinematographer) instructed this 
program held at Film Development Board, Kathmandu.  Numerous �lm making 
and cinematography students attended this seminar 



 Kantipur Film Academy conducted 'All Nepal Workshops' in various 
places of Nepal to inspire the youth and �lm fanatics from every nook and 
corner of the nation about �lm education. �ese workshops were organized by 
Kantipur Film Academy and supported by Chakka Panja 3 & TV Filmy with 
online partner Filmy Khabar in 2018 A.D.

 Many well-known media personalities and students participated in this 
workshop and the feedback was really productive. We promoted cinema educa-
tion nationally and the result was enormously fruitful. �e students/partici-
pants were vastly supportive towards the fact that �lm education is also a 
relevant curriculum to study and they were immensely encouraged to pursue 
their career in the �lm industry in their near future. 

We even made short �lms at the end of each workshop working with curious 
minds, creative visualizers, innovative thinkers and �lm fanatics. So, overally 
we had a wonderful time meeting the passionate and dedicated souls from all 
around Nepal.

 We annually plan ‘All Nepal Workshop’ to promote cinema literacy to 
inspire new generation of �lm makers and creative visualizer in the best possi-
ble cities and dates all over Nepal.

�e Venues where the workshops were conducted in 2018 are as follows:-

All Nepal Workshops

Birtamod itahari dang

narayanghathetauda pokhara biratnagar

butwal nepalgunj dhangadhi

program OVERVIEW



STUDENTS’ Achievements

Mr Uddab Dangal secured 1st place in “Asian Tree of the Year Nepal 
2018” organized by Creasion Nepal. Similarly, the students of KFA 
won the best Photograph Award and secured �rst to fourth position in 
the “Asian Tree of �e Year 2018”.

Our students, Ronish Raut and Ashin Poudel got the outstanding 
presentation award in '�ailand International Film Destination Festi-
val 2017' on July 27th, 2017 in Bangkok, �ailand for their short �lm '' 
Lost and Found''.

“�e Great Mukhiya” directed by Ashin Poudel and produced by 
Kantipur Film Academy was nominated in the “9th China Interna-
tional New Media Short Film Festival”, 'FIC Silente Mexico Film 
festival' along with many more national and international �lm 
festivals.

'MAA' Directed by Paricched Sen won the 'Best Film at the Short �lm 
of the Year Promofest 2018' held in Spain, 'Foreign at the �lm crosso-
ver Film Festival 2018’ and many more international �lm festivals.�is 
�lm is one of the thesis production of Kantipur Film Academy.

Parichhed Sen's �lm 'Strike' won  the ''Aurora Picture Show's Extreme-
ly Short Film Festival 2017'', USA, ''60 sec or less International Film 
Festival''  and was nominated in many national and international �lm 
festivals.

'Alikit' directed by Anirudha Duwadi won the Best Short Film & Best 
Director in the 'Social Media Film Award 2019. �is short �lm was 
made by Anirudha Duwadi as the class's �rst �lm project.

Kantipur Film academy is proud to present some of the nationally and internationaaly acclaimed film projects of our students. 

Their Film projects represented Nepal in the interantional Film community where they were recognized and awarded in many 

esteemed film festivals aroung the globe.



students’ success

Geeta Bista
(Nalapani)

Sangita Napit
(Rajjarani/Hurray)

Abhishek Nepal
(Nai Nabhannu La 5)

Upashana S. Thakuri
(Captain)

Ashish Piya
(Summer Love)

Sedrina Sharma
(Nai Nabhannu La 5)

Swopnil Ghimire
(Jay Shree Dham)

Rebika Gurung
(Maruni)

Raj Thapa
(Premnath)

We are immensely proud that these successful students chose to be the part of 
Kantipur Film Academy to begin their film career.



International outreach

KANTIPUR FILM ACADEMY HAS COLLABORATED WITH THESE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVALS AND VISITED OUR PARTNER INSTI-
TUTE TO PROVIDE OUR STUDENTS WITH GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL OUTREACH AND MAKE OUR COLLABORATION STRONGER WITH 
PARTNER FILM INSTITUTES TILL 2018 RESPECTIVELY.

Our Chairman, Mr. Chhabi Raj Ojha and Chairman of our partner 
institute Whistling Woods International, Mr. Subhash Ghai o�cial-
ly meeting at Kantipur Film Academy to promote International Film 
Education in Nepal by presenting various opportunities to the Nep-
alese students.

On 25th Feb, 2018 KFA visited Novosibirsk State �eatre Institute 
(NSTI) in Russia. �is was the o�cial visit of Kantipur Film Acade-
my to the partner institutes where the two parties agreed on student 
exchange and cultural exchange programs between the countries 
making the relationship between Nepal and Russia even stronger. 

�e students of Film acting of Kantipur Film Academy visited 
Bhopal, India for 'Ensemble International Film Festival' which was 
held from 20th Dec, 2017 to 5th Jan, 2018. Our students had great 
learning experience from Mr Daniel A Kelin II from USA along 
with the acting students from all around the globe.

KFA visited Film and Television Institute of India (FTII) in Pune: 
the institution that brought up an entire generation of Nepalese 
�lmmakers. �e CEO Mr. Prakash Puri  and team had a productive 
talk with Director of FTII,  Mr. Sri Bhupendra Kainthola, Dean of 
Film Sri Amit Tyagi and Dean of TV, Mr Sri Rajendra Pathak with 
the hope of ringing positive changes in the Nepali �lm industry.

On 17th Feb, 2018 the students of KFA represented Nepal in the ' 
One Two �ree �eatre Festival ' organized by "On the Le� Bank" 
Drama �eatre in Russia. Among the 24 plays performed from 
around the world, our acting students Sanjog Rasaili and Mohan 
Jaishi represented Nepal by showcasing a theatre drama called 
‘Peace’.



Students’ Projects

Students’ Productions

Students’ Projects

these are Some of the remarkable films produced by KFA for students’ class projects till 2018 AD. the 
graduates of Kfa made these films which were immensely valued both nationally as well as 

internationally.



Tafar Chia Lewis
(Workshop Facilitator, Los Angeles)

Bijaya Baral
(Actor)

Mukund Bhusal
(Actor)

Nisha Chanda 
(Fashion Designer)

Duleep Regmi
(Director of Photography)

Bishnu Kalpit
(Cinematographer)

Aron Ashok Kumar
(Cinematographer)

Raj Bhai Suwal
(Photographer)

Alexander Labedev 
(Stanislavsky Specialist, Russia)

Anjum Rajabali
(Screenwriter)

Subhash Ghai
(Director)

Eric Valli
(Director)

Dani Karmakar
(Theatre Activist)

Bill Rose
(Visual Language Professor, Australia)

Rabiya Nazki
(Production Designer)

Elena Gushina
(CEO, On The Left Bank, Russia)

Master classes

Every individual should have access to the world's greatest minds. That's the founding idea behind Master Class where globally acclaimed instruc-

tors inspire, educate and transform our student's lives. Master Class is a curriculum initially anticipated for the students to learn international 

film cultures, trends, process and principles from national and international academic film faculty members, guest speakers as well as renowned 

personalities involved in vivid digital media and film arena. 

Here are some of the legendary film educators and film personalities who visited Kantipur Film Academy for the Master class till 2018.



Celebrity visit is the interaction with the renowned celebrities where they share the experiences and utmost struggles in their film journey along 

with their incredible contribution to the film industry. Through this approach we aim to make the students better understand the struggle and hard 

work that they need to develop to be successful film makers and actors. This interaction will involve much of zeal and enthusiasm as they'll be 

hearing the reality behind the real cinematic world through the eyes of their role models who have devoted their life and career in this field. 

Renowned and celebrated film personalities have visited Kantipur Film Academy to guide the students to build a good foundation on their film 

career. 

Celebrity Visits

Surakshya Pant
(Actor)

Biraj Bhatta
(Actor)

Puspa Khadka
(Actor)

Shilpa Pokhrel
(Actor)

Pradeep Khadka
(Actor)

Anmol KC
(Actor)

Nirmal Sharma
(Actor)

Saugat Malla
(Actor)

Bhim Bahadur Thapa
(Actor)

Bhuwan KC
(Actor)

Laxmi Giri
(Actor)

Rajesh Hamal
(Actor)

Dipak Raj Giri
(Actor/Producer)

Salin Man Baniya
(Actor)

Reecha Sharma
(Actor)

Deepa Shree Niraula
(Actor/Director)



We have frequent interaction sessions where students get tremendous knowledge and exposure on the whole process of being a film maker and 

actor along with the struggles that shaped the successful film career of our respected film personalities.  We invite team of movies and art 

fraternities so that our students know the real experience of how they promote their work and establish the statement of professionalism in this 

field among their audience using various techniques and presentations. This will help them to gain insights on what they need to do in the future 

to establish themselves in the film industry successfully.

Interaction Sessions

Samipya Raj Timilsina
(Screenwriter)

Khagendra Lamichhane
(Actor/Writer)

Dipendra K Khanal
(Director)

Nawal Nepal
(Director)

Dinesh DC
(Director/Media Person)

Basanta Adhikari
(Director)

Santosh Sen
(Producer)

Nischal Basnet
(Director)

Pradip Bhardwaj
(Screenwriter)

Bikash Raj Acharya
(Writer / Director)

Ujwal Ghimire
(Director)

Narendra Maharjan
(Producer)

Keshab Bhattrai
(Producer)

Arpan Thapa
(Actor)

Nawal Khadka
(Actor/Producer)

GP Timilsina
(Media Person)



Kantipur Film Academy family celebrating Saraswati Puja, 2018. Students celebrating Holi; the Festival of Colors 2018 at KFA premises.

Welcoming our �lm making and acting students of 2nd batch. Team of Prem Geet 2 sharing their �lm experience with the stduents of KFA.

Interaction Session with the team of Dhanapati Movie. A�er the acting workshop on Stanislavski techniques.

Interaction Program with legendary Superstar Rajesh Hamal Interaction with 'We will Rise Again' foundation team about their upcoming video challenge.

photo Gallery



ADDRESS

PHONE

***YOUR FILM JOURNEY BEGINS HERE***

WEB

Thapagaun, New Baneshwor 
Kathmandu, Nepal

O�ce - +977-01- 5245011
Mobile - +977-9808364768

kantipur�lmacademy@gmail.com
www.kantipur�lmacademy.com

www.facebook.com/kantipur�lmacademy
www.instagram.com/kaantipur�lmacademy
www.youtube.com/c/kantipur�lmacademy Pr
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